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“Respiration typically increases with temperature…Between 
0 and 30oC, the increase in respiration rate for every 10oC 
increase in ambient temperature (commonly referred to as 
the dimensionless, temperature coefficient, Q10) is about 2.”
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Amthor, J. S.  1989.  Respiration and Crop 
Productivity.  Springer-Verlag. New York.
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Classic View of Respiration
Total Respiration  =  growth  +  maintenance
Maintenance
Dependent on temperature and existing biomass
Growth
Dependent on type of biomass and new growth
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Q10 = 1.3
Marigold
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coefficient
•What fraction of growth and maintenance?
•Rate of growth wide range
•Age of plant wide range
•Season
•How were the studies performed?
•Plant part canopy
•Length of time long vs short term
•Change in temperature   none vs 30C
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Lettuce long term study
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Q10 = 1.34
Lettuce long term study
•What fraction of growth and maintenance?
•Rate of growth wide range
•Age of plant wide range
•Season
•How were the studies performed?
•Plant part canopy
•Length of time long vs short term
•Change in temperature   once vs 30C
• Concept of Q10 is too simplified 
• Specific temperature sensitivities are often 
ascribed to species rather than method
• Too much emphasis is placed on 
temperature in determining respiration 
rates
